Market Commentary on the Q2’2021 Results Season:
From Reflation Trade to First Signs of Stagflation?
While the investment sentiment in the global stock markets has changed rapidly from the socalled “reflation trade” to an increasing fear of inflationary pressures, this is a vital moment to
not only analyse first market reaction to the Q2’2021 reporting season, but also to scrutinise the
outlook provided by various management teams against the hard economic data published on 30
July. The latter had something for everybody’s conviction, with growth in the eurozone economy
at 2 per cent in Q2’2021 exceeding economists’ expectations of 1.5 per cent (as polled by Reuters),
essentially outpacing growth in the US (1.6 per cent) and China (1.3 per cent) for the first time
since the pandemic started in March 2020.i In turn, for those who see the glass “half empty”, the
eurozone GDP is still 3 per cent below its pre-crisis level, and is expected to catch up only by end2021 - something which China and the US have already achieved. Even worse, the eurozone
inflation increased faster than expected to 2.2 per cent in July – compared with 1.9 per cent in
June – exceeding the inflation target of 2 per cent recently raised by the European Central Bank.ii
This development goes to the very heart of the current investor debate, with growing institutional
anxiety about the implications of a potential departure from ultra-loose monetary policy and the
repricing of assets under greater inflationary expectations, with some market observers seeing
even first signs of “stagflation”, referring to a combination of low growth and high inflation.iii
While the official line of the US Federal Reserve and other central banks has so far been to point to
a more “transitory” narrative during the pandemic (supply-chain disruptions, oil price recovery),
which should go back to equilibrium by end-2021, professional fund managers have taken the
growing business and consumer confidence surveys more with a grain of salt, largely reverting
the previous rotation into small cap, value stocks and focusing more strongly on potential winners
of the post-pandemic recovery in an environment of higher inflation and slower growth.
The European banking industry is a good place to start, having returned from bumper trading
profits in Q1’2021 to a more “normalised income stream” in Q2’2021, on the back of strong fee
performance, further cost cutting and new digital initiatives.iv Banks have also increasingly looked
into cryptocurrency and blockchain technology, which we focus on in our first section, as this
alternative asset class has undoubtedly made a further step into the mainstream investment. We
then have a closer look at the driving forces of unwinding the global reflation trade, before
discussing some new ESG developments, with a special focus on the European energy industry.
Finally, we reflect on the ongoing debate about structural change in the wake of the Corona
pandemic, ranging from shortages in semiconductors, raw materials and container shipping to the
newly evolving work and business practices.
CRYPTOCURRENCY AND TRADING
For the purpose of our analysis, the growing interest in digital assets and blockchain technology
has two main facets: a) the decline in equity trading starting in early April pretty much coincided
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with a massive surge in cryptocurrency trading, spurred by speculation of retail traders following
daily rumours;v and b) mainstream financial institutions getting increasingly involved as they were
pressed by clients to offer services in cryptocurrency trading, custody and financing, together with
regulators and central banks getting more concerned about the impact on the global financial
system.vi While there remains scepticism whether conventional banks will ever be able to compete
against bitcoin specialists that have been active in this space for years, there is no doubt that some
of the crypto firms have meanwhile become large financial institutions, whether they include
crypto exchanges like Coinbase and Binance, or issuers of digital tokens such as Tether and USD
Coin, with the latter two backed, among others, by reserves that include short-term debt issued by
traditional companies. This implies that they have become “systemically significant”, raising
concern of the US Federal Reserve and rating agencies.vii
From our perspective, the discussion on digital assets has gained the new momentum from the
growing acceptance among institutional investors and regulatory authorities that blockchain
technology has become more disruptive to an often inefficient financial industry, together with
cryptocurrencies forming a larger part of investor portfolios and also getting “more prevalent in
the payments ecosystem”.viii While this is not the place either to discuss the geopolitical
implications, with most of the crypto mining still done in China but the Chinese authorities also
opting for a strict top-down control, or to reflect on the broader debate on energy intensity,ix what
was striking during the Q2’2021 reporting period was the growing interest among analysts to raise
specific questions on digital assets during Q&A. While bank management teams insisted on
remaining cautious and still perceiving the crypto trading as “very speculative”, they confirmed, at
the same time, that they invest in the underlying blockchain technology and view the
“tokenisation of assets” as further supporting market efficiency in future.x
UNWINDING THE GLOBAL REFLATION TRADE
One key observation of the Q2’2021 reporting season was the predominantly muted outlook for
the current quarter between July and September while, at the same time, reporting record results
for April to June 2021, partly on the back of difficult like-for-like comparisons with the major
lockdown period last year, but also due to a combination of renewed inventory build-ups, growing
consumer demand after lockdowns were relaxed in Europe and the US in April-May and ongoing
government support for SMEs as well as large corporates.xi From an investor’s perspective,
inflationary fears were aggravated by labour shortages, the massive price increase of raw
materials, ranging from copper, iron ore and rare earth metals to timber, plastics and cement, and
even oil and gas, as well as semiconductor bottlenecks and logistical constraints, largely due to the
limited availability and exorbitantly high costs of shipping containers.xii
Unexpectedly high inflation data led the US Federal Reserve in mid-June to move forward its
guidance of when it might start raising interest rates, unwinding the “reflation trade” which had
dominated global stock markets since the emergence of coronavirus vaccines in late October
2020, and leading to a steep decline in commodity prices. This marked a major setback for those
investors betting on stocks that might benefit from higher inflation and, at the same time, loose
monetary policy to continue for some time and growth to be supported through fiscal stimulus.xiii
Within a short period of time, one of the key assumptions – that the current rise in inflation will be
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“transitory” – got challenged on the basis of structural changes in supply, notably in the labour
market, supply chains, inventory management and transportation, despite aggregate demand
remaining robust.xiv Going forward, this might lead to further doubts about the other two
elements of the current market consensus – high growth and supporting central banks.
SIGNS OF A NEW GREEN RUSH
Against the backdrop of recent government efforts to further implement the EU New Green Deal
and the US administration’s job plan, the bar was set higher in May through new investor activist
campaigns, notably in the oil and gas industry, where shareholders of Exxon succeeded in
appointing a new Board to drive down emissions more aggressively, followed by Chevron’s
management being defied on a major climate vote and Shell ordered by a Dutch court to
accelerate and deepen its emissions cuts. While some portfolio managers perceived these votes as
a ”tipping point for companies that are unprepared for the global energy transition”,xv at company
level there were clear signs of a “green rush” to commit to reaching a net zero goal in greenhouse
gas emissions and to join the Science Based Targets initiative, with the number of companies
joining in March 2021 being three times higher than the average monthly rate in 2020.xvi
On the back of these recent developments, it was not surprising that management teams in the
European energy sector were pressed hard at the Q2’2021 results’ calls to share their insight into
lessons learned from the energy transitionxvii and how to accelerate the decarbonisation effort
against a) a shifting demand globally away from Europe; and b) without any disposals.xviii In turn,
others specifically focused on the “Fit for 55” EU Climate Package, with options for carbon capture
and Scope III quarterly volatility being mostly discussed.xix In this context, the IEA report published
in May 2021 was widely quoted, coming to the conclusion that essentially all new oil and gas
exploration projects must stop to reach the Paris agreement of net zero by 2050.xx In the broader
investor debate, it remains to be seen whether we have entered a new commodities supercycle
driven by a shift to cleaner energy, which some market observers align with copper as the new
strategically important raw material for electrification and decarbonisation.xxi
FOCUS ON LABOUR
In all the debates on the pandemic-induced structural changes, ranging from supply-chain
disruptions to semiconductor shortages, inflationary pressure through raw materials increases and
a new commodities supercycle, the one factor gaining growing prominence is that of labour, not
only through more reports on shortages and supply-demand mismatches,xxii but also companies
outlining more clearly their position on the future of work and how best to look after their
workforce. In this context, it was perhaps not surprising that companies, which have gone
through a recent crisis, became more articulate on that subject, outlining office flexibility,
retention packages and opportunities for further qualification.xxiii
Interestingly, the global shipping industry was directly faced with the human factor, as about 15%
of the global sea crew comes from India, which was heavily affected by Covid-19 infections,
leading to fears about a renewed global crew change crisis as was the case in 2020, when about
one quarter of the estimated 1.6 million seafarers globally were stranded at sea beyond their
contract length because of the pandemic.xxiv Back in Europe, a number of companies raised the
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issue of organic growth and the need to invest in R&D, where some CEOs currently see a higher
return on investment compared with M&A activity.xxv This remains a space to be watched for
Q3’2021, for which various companies have already provided a more muted outlook.
Peter Kirkow
2 August 2021
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